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Book Description 
Beginnings is based on the lives of Greg and Charly that 
propels the reader on an emotional roller coaster, as events 
unfold in their lives, including the more absurd and humorous 
aspects of life.  Beginnings traverses the singledom lives of 
Greg and Charly and what brings them together.  The global 
benchmarks that help define them and a people unfold for 
each decade of their lives.   
We all encounter collectively many beginnings and 
beginnings of the end.  We share them for they are part of 
what we call the human condition.  Greg and Charly 
experience many beginnings and beginnings of the end—
some predictable, some unexpected.  Some beginnings are 
critical moments in our lives as they forever change us for 
better or worse—they bring us together or tear us apart.  They 
are intimately tied to human relationships as they strengthen 
or weaken the stuff that binds us.   
The beginnings that impact on Greg and Charly unfold in the 
pages to come.  Yet, these are not necessarily unique 
experiences and readers will relate to their own beginnings 
and beginnings of the end.  However, I am getting ahead of 
myself.  I would like to tell about the circumstances of my 
world just before my beginning and the woman of my life, 
Charly . . . 
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In addition to Beginnings and Mirror, Mirror at 1600 D.C., 
Edward Galluzzi has also authored the following works which 
are soon to be published by CCB Publishing: Side Stepping 
the Rules and Twelve Upon A Time. 
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